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0 (0x0) - No error. 1 (0x1) - General failure, not an error. 2 (0x2) - Insufficient memory to perform the requested operation. 3
(0x3) - An invalid parameter was specified. 4 (0x4) - One or more arguments were invalid. 5 (0x5) - The request is invalid

according to its schema. 6 (0x6) - A resource for the requested operation could not be found. 7 (0x7) - The requested service is not
available. 8 (0x8) - A timeout occurred while waiting for the operation to complete. 9 (0x9) - The operation is invalid in the state
it is currently in. 10 (0xa) - The operation is invalid in the state it is currently in, and is therefore likely to fail. 11 (0xb) - A self-
predictable exception has occurred. 12 (0xc) - The operation is not supported. 13 (0xd) - The operation is not supported by the

sender or the receiver. 14 (0xe) - No data was present for the action. 15 (0xf) - There was an error encrypting/decrypting the data.
16 (0x10) - The operation exceeded the allowed timeslice. 17 (0x11) - The operation exceeded the allowed timeslice. 18 (0x12) -
An unspecified error occurred. 19 (0x13) - An unspecified error occurred. 20 (0x14) - The operation was cancelled while it was
being processed. 21 (0x15) - A serialization error occurred. 22 (0x16) - The sender or the receiver does not support the required

operation. 23 (0x17) - The owner of the resource lock does not support the operation. 24 (0x18) - An operation could not be
completed because a previous operation still has the resource locked. 25 (0x19)
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Macro that evaluates to true if the specified error is included in the message string of a Windows error code. DWORD
Description: Macro that returns the number of the Windows error code being treated. HRESULT Description: Macro that returns

the HRESULT being treated. HRESULT SDB_OK Code: "0" Error: "0" ErrorDescription: "0" SEARCH_FIELD Description:
Macro that searches the message string for the specified field value. If found, macro returns the number of the starting position of

the field in the string. HRESULT SEARCH_FIELD(LPCWSTR szField, LPCWSTR szFieldValue) Description: Macro that
searches the message string for the specified field value. If found, macro returns the number of the starting position of the field in

the string. SIZE_T Description: Macro that returns the size of the passed string in units of characters. HRESULT
SIZE_T(LPCTSTR psz) Description: Macro that returns the size of the specified string in units of characters. There’s an old

saying that “the first rule of poker is to not talk about the game.” It makes sense because the point of the game is to avoid giving
your opponent information. However, sometimes, we can’t help ourselves. Once in a while, the poker chat just gives us too much
information. While there’s absolutely no use to blabbing about a hand to everyone on the table, it’s good to remember that poker

forums are in public and you never know who is on the other end of the line. See that question mark at the end of the quote?
That’s an exclamation point. I left it in there on purpose because this tip is meant to make you think. If you see a question mark in

a post, know that the person in question is talking to you. This tip is a little obscure. I 1d6a3396d6
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0x8100: Access denied, System cannot display content on the display device. 0x8201: 0xffff8201 Access is denied. 0x8202:
0xffff8202 The system cannot complete the operation requested. 0x8203: 0xffff8203 Specified device cannot be used. 0x8204:
0xffff8204 One or more parameters are not valid. 0x8205: 0xffff8205 Cannot create an object. 0x8206: 0xffff8206 I/O error.
0x8207: 0xffff8207 The data type of the command is invalid. 0x8208: 0xffff8208 System error. 0x8209: 0xffff8209 An error has
occurred. 0x820a: 0xffff820a The method of the service is not implemented. 0x820b: 0xffff820b The data type of the parameter is
invalid. 0x820c: 0xffff820c The parameter is out of range. 0x820d: 0xffff820d Invalid method. 0x820e: 0xffff820e The method is
not implemented. 0x820f: 0xffff820f The pipe is closed. 0x8201: 0xffff8201 Access is denied. 0x8202: 0xffff8202 The system
cannot complete the operation requested. 0x8203: 0xffff8203 Specified device cannot be used. 0x8204: 0xffff8204 One or more
parameters are not valid. 0x8205: 0xffff8205 Cannot create an object. 0x8206: 0xffff8206 I/O error. 0x8207: 0xffff8207 The data
type of the command is invalid. 0x8208: 0xffff8208 System error. 0x8209: 0xffff8209 An error has occurred. 0x820a: 0xffff820a
The method of the service is not implemented. 0x820b: 0xffff820b The data type of the parameter is invalid. 0x820c: 0xffff820c
The parameter is out of range. 0x820d: 0xffff820d Invalid method. 0x820e: 0xffff820e

What's New In?

You must have the Outlook Mail Developer Add-on for Microsoft Visual Studio to use the SAPI_MAPPER() function. --*/ {
HRESULT ret; UINT id = 0; LPWSTR buffer; // // Get the application's product number // ret = SAPI_MAPPER(id, &buffer); if
(ret!= 0) { DbgPrint("Get product code failed "); } // // Get the error description // ret = SAPI_MAPPER(id, &buffer); if (ret!= 0) {
DbgPrint("Get error description failed "); } // // Display error description // DbgPrint("Get error description is: %s ", buffer); // //
Return error code // return (0); } // // Messages returned by SAPI_MAPPER() function. // #define
APPCONFIG_PRODUCTNAME "Outlook" #define APPCONFIG_PRODUCTCODE "1000" // // Application-defined error
codes // #define SAPI_E_MAPPER_PRODUCT_UNKNOWN 0x0001 #define SAPI_E_MAPPER_PRODUCT_NOT_LOADED
0x0002 #define SAPI_E_MAPPER_PRODUCT_NOT_INSTALLED 0x0003 #define
SAPI_E_MAPPER_PRODUCT_NOT_SUPPORTED 0x0004 #define SAPI_E_MAPPER_PRODUCT_NOT_FOUND 0x0005
#define SAPI_E_MAPPER_PRODUCT_CAN_NOT_BE_DELETED 0x0006 #define SAPI_
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System Requirements:

Before downloading this file you must be sure you meet the requirements listed below. NOTE!If you are not playing The Witcher
3: Wild Hunt then DO NOT download this mod, it will make no difference to you. WARNING!I must stress that I do NOT know
how this mod is installed in the game, I just posted the latest version which is already installed. You may want to check out this
thread in my FAQ section. You must have a: or later or better You must have an NVIDIA
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